
Please feel free to add any comments, questions, emotions here during the episode and 
we will try and address some of them during the podcast. Put your name after whatever 
you write so we can cite you!  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

● Why do they use star dates and not MJDs?  And are star dates GR-consistent? 
Someone should code that in Astropy. 

● Why don’t modern sci-fi shows have martial/orchestral intros?
■ Sadly the day of decent TV themes is over. 

● Hogg walking under the screen during the intro with his own laptop screen passing by 
looked like he was at warp.

● Why doesnt the holodeck always just respond with “are you really sure you want to do 
that cause this kind of thing always ends so well”

● why doesn’t the holodeck ever have a runtime error?
○ it’s about to?

● Why does data mention “a very good investment” like it’s something people understand, 
even though there is no money in the future?

● Data CANNOT actually play violin. uggghhhhh. Not just throwing himself into the part… 
also throwing his chin into the chinrest at the wrong angle.  

○ He’s just moving the bow back and forth; the holodeck provides an MP3.
● I’d really like to know what Geordi’s handwriting is like. I bet they basically never write 

anything by hand in the 24th century.
● Nice to know people still throw tantrums in their advanced society. (Geordi, when Data 

cheats the first time)
● Data is a d*** to Holodeck plots

○ and Geordi is really short tempered
■ He wanted it to be a good play date

● Why doesn’t the computer accidentally create the exit when someone says “turn left at 
the next exit” in modern-era simulations?

● didn’t he read all the books on his show “The Reading Rainbow”
● Pulaski is… androidist… or whatever you should call it. It’s a huge component of why I 

don’t like her.
○ Generally I refer to her as “the racist doctor” to differentiate from Crusher

● I miss Dr. Crusher. 
○ Me too

● I love how this episode is so early that we can see them intentionally exploring Data as 
an android, the holodeck as a ZOMG holodeck, etc.

● So, Data never took the Kobayashi Maru test?
● “we as humans learn mostly by failure” : THINGS YOU NEVER WANT TO HEAR YOUR 

DR SAY!
● will the holodeck make a mobile app for me?

○ No, but it will combine pieces of other apps together to make a new one (that 
point is coming up shortly...) **WAY TO RUIN IT FOR ME!?!?!



● I want a computer program that can write a unique narrative in like 20 seconds…
● It’s funny how Data is a lot like IBM’s Watson in the upcoming “mystery”
● I bet this is a SUPER accurate picture of England. I’m loving the accents.
● Do you think starfleet officers use google docs to make snarky comments about things 

they see on the viewscreen?
● Yeah, Pulaski. ’Cause you solved the item even though you apparently knew the two 

stories?
● In a way I agree with Data here. He’s using all the knowledge he has and his awareness 

of context to reason things out. It’s just harder for things to be original, but that’s not his 
fault. Obviously the others are right too, but it doesn’t mean Data is weak. Hmm, maybe 
I’m just saying Pulaski is a horrible person again.

● So, the Enterprise computer can create a sentient life form without even dimming its 
lights. Can we talk about this?

● Is “override previous program” the same as “rm -rf /”?
● Yes, because “create an adversary capable of defeating data” is going to go well?

○ Adversary of defeating data is “sudo rm -rf /”.
● Always make sure you define your variables appropriately, otherwise you are going to 

end up with a very messed up computer problem. +1
● “Meanwhile, in the server room” (when Worf notices the blinky light on the bridge)
● I think I like “Sherlock” better than this particular scene
● If(person_saying_thing != human){ dont make an arch} how is that not in the programing

○ Then Worf couldn’t use it! Or Data!
■ I think as this episode is going to show data should definitely not be 

allowed to use the holodeck 
■ Most of them shouldn’t be allowed to use the holodeck, when was there a 

holodeck episode that _ever_ went well?
● The first episode had the holodeck as an incidental bit and I don’t 

think anything bad happened?
● Apprently Riker visited the holodeck often and it went very well for 

him.
● “dark fellow”? +1
● Holding a shoe while saying “The game is afoot”?  Good thing the shoe was empty.
● Data is the fanboy of the future (remarkably similar to the fanboy of today).
● Data is never that clever outside of Holmes Holodeck stories. Say, in episodes on actual 

planets like that Beverley-falls-for-the-terrorists episode.
● To be authentic, the response would have been, “A female doctor?!”
● Right, so TNG has just sent a battered woman to the gallows. A fake woman, but 

WHATEVS
○ If it makes you feel any better, the gallows are fake too.
○ It’s ‘only’ a holographic women, right? As with many things, Voyager 

compensates with in depth treatment of the issues (Flesh&Blood, Author Author 
etc). 

● Tis a fair cop!



● Geordi is slipping into character too. You have a frigging VISOR, moron. Why can’t you 
see what Data can? +1

● Oh look boiling coloured liquids--it must be SCIENCE!
● You can tell it’s science, because it’s chemistry.
● ya… who validated this program. shouldn’t the program know that which is an internal 

variable and that which is passed in
○ It has a leak

■ Holodeck was clearly written by academics and thus lacks any tests. 
Clearly someone’s thesis? 

● How can they walk so far away from the doctor, when the holodeck is actually just a few 
meters wide as they said at the beginning?

● So, Geordi is holding this piece of paper upside down when he recognizes the image.
● Wait… how did Data take a piece of paper out of the holodeck!!? It’s a holo piece of 

paper
○ Ummm and why did I never notice that?! Though they do replicate things 

sometimes, like when they walk out covered in water after falling into a lake on 
the holodeck.

○ There tons of examples where they take stuff out temporarily, permanently, or 
whatever.  Totally not at all consistent

○ they do actually make that consistent later. Basically, replicators swooping in.
● When did the transporter stop functioning? And the power can’t be cut?
● This calls for a Picard Forehead Maneuver.  :) +1
● THOSE CHAIRS!!!
● No unit tests.
● So, seriously. The captain can’t just say “I override my engineering office, shut it down 

you bloody thing”... what sort of permissions models do these people have?
○ He can blow up the ship but not turn the holodeck off? 

● Hehe. He still won’t be able to prove Fermat’s Last Theorem.
● Those lips are very red.
● Really, the holodeck can run the ship, and they CAN’T TURN IT OFF? Idiotic
● Why can’t they unplug the holodeck? This part is completely ridiculous. They do it ALL 

THE TIME. You don’t need a particle accelerator or a waveguide or whatever they put 
into the [tech] part of the script!

○ In the future, technology cannot be turned off.  Comment on modernity?
○ Also, isn’t that what a phaser is?

● Hang on: the computer created a life form that Troi can read? Betazoids can’t even read 
the Ferengi!

○ or humans, most of the time.  +1 +1
● Star Trek X references are not good.
● “Also, Geordi, you’re in a time out for your carelessness.”
● Last I checked the computer voice wasn’t a “Mr.” +1
● Mr Computer??

○ wasn’t it a female voice you encountered earlier?



○ He’s jsut being polite, and in the 1800s women just couldn’t be in charge, at least 
in his mind.

● What is that on the board? Is that redshift? Orbits? Relativity?
● Majel Barrett is rolling…
● Fig 1. Who writes fig 1 on a blackboard?!? Seriously? It’s like starting a notebook by 

writing a flippin’ author list. There doesn’t seem to be a Figure 2 either
○ what if he plans to make ONE… documentation is key

● Oh they will trick you, Moriarty. They will trick you…
● Dammit, Picard, why can’t I quit you? Probably because he has to say “open” to doors
● Patrick Stewart is clearly enjoying a change of costume.
● “crammed full of crumpets” #facepyjama, possibly deprecated. Definitely deprecated.  
● Worf’s only line… “still staring at the panel on the wall, sir.”
● you can tell they’re in trouble because of the zoom lens
● I think Data would have noticed he wasn’t being referred to as “Mr Holmes”. He’s pretty 

observant.
● Yes, obviously explain to the villain more things. That makes sense.
● I love the fact that Moriarty basically isn’t a villain here. Once he realizes he’s not real 

then he has a real problem and he becomes so much more sympathetic. Many people in 
his position and with his intelligence would do the same.

● Wait, so they convert energy into matter, but it turns back into energy off the holodeck?  
How does that make sense? Especially given that the paper taken off the holodeck 
survived...

● Oooh goody, Android ethics!
○ Is that the same as Google ethics?

● Holodeck matter != permanent form… WHAT? Why is matter not matter
● Fill you with crumpets?  Is that what the kids are calling it nowadays?
● how did a 19th centrury rich guy hack a 24th century computer? and why is he a 

sketchball who fills ladies with crumpets?
○ there should be a use for the #filledwithcrumpets hashtag...

● Tidy wrapup = oh crap running out of time in this episode…. and “oh hey we 
rendezvoused with another starship! … yeah that’s all that happened”

● No discipline hearing for Gordie? Seriously, he doesn’t get a retraining seminar on basic 
computer programming? 

● Who was “pie man”? (from the credits)
○ Richard Merson. A big name in the pie-man game

● The is episode is a great example of “garbage in, garbage out” when it comes to 
software input.

Do we get to make comments about the live blogging as well?  :)
Note that Moriarty does return in a later episode.

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0581517/?ref_=tt_cl_t14

